
Excellent Systems is a modular threshold system 
that is very easy to reuse and can be used in 
any situation.

A sustainable threshold solution for disabled residents.
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Excellent Systems
Threshold system



Advantages Excellent Systems

Reusable for 95% (cost = investment)

Can be �tted in every situation

Applicable in indoor and outdoor situations

Soundproo�ng

Non-slip

Clean & Safe

Easy to clean

Water disposal

Sloping sides possible

Not susceptible to theft

Excellent Systems is a unique threshold system that is easy to 
tame, disassemble and reuse. The Excellent Systems threshold 
system consists of separate parts that can be clicked together like 
a kind of Lego. The material is available in di�erent colours, so 
that it is also possible to mark a run-up strip for people with 
restricted vision.

Depending on the situation, three di�erent slope angles can be 
used (1:6,7 - 1:13,3 - 1:20). By sawing o� the slope tiles to size, the 
threshold is laid against an existing house threshold without any 
level di�erence. In addition to the standard straight gradients, 
there are also angular gradients with which a slope can be taken 
at an angle. This makes it unnecessary to drive perpendicular to a 
slope, as is often the case with other threshold solutions. This gives 
wheelchair users extra freedom of movement and is also safer, as 
users cannot fall o� at the sides of the threshold solution.

Excellent Systems o�ers a complete threshold solution for all conceivable 
situations to make homes and �ats accessible.



Balustrade elevation
In addition to �oor solutions, it is also possible to raise the 
balustrade without damaging it. The elevation is �xed with 
clamps and can be removed easily and without traces. The 
balustrade riser is made of anodised aluminium and therefore 
does not rust. 

Complete gallery and balcony elevations
Excellent Systems is the perfect solution for placing large 
threshold solutions on balconies or galleries. Decking 
allows you to raise the entire �oor of balconies and 
galleries, making it passable for wheelchair users, 
among others.

Concrete and wooden constructions are often too expensive 
and heavy to apply. An Excellent Systems decking of 16.2 
centimetres high weighs only 25 kilos per square metre. 
Thanks to the rapid drainage of rainwater, Excellent Systems 
is excellent for use on balconies, galleries or wet rooms. The 
water can simply �ow under the tiles to the existing drain. 
Moreover, thanks to the �exible tiles, the system can 
withstand large temperature di	erences without 
bulging or damaging the walls.

With Excellent Systems entire galleries and balconies can be adapted.
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The advantages

More information?
Interested?

Homecare Innovation BV: Venkelbaan 22 - 2908 KE Capelle aan den IJssel 

The Netherlands - Tel: 0031 (0)10 242 0913, Fax: 0031 (0)10 242 0915

info@homecareinnovation.com - www. homecareinnovation.com

A cost-saving investment Fire retardant and 100% non-toxic

After disassembly 95% of the material can immediately be 

used again in a new solution to be laid. Due to its high wear 

resistance and colour fastness, it can hardly be distin-

guished from new after years of use. This makes Excellent 

Systems an excellent, sustainable investment.

The material is made of 100% toxic and PVC-free plastic 

and is even approved for use in food and beverages. In 

addition, Excellent Systems is �re retardant and does not 

release any toxic substances in the event of a �re.

The threshold solution is very easy to clean with everyday 

detergents. It can be vacuumed and mopped, but is also 

resistant to professional mopping and polishing machines. 

A broom is more than enough for daily cleaning.

The roughness of the �oors and slopes has been exten-

sively tested and more than meets European standards. In 

contrast to metal threshold aids, Excellent Systems is also 

easily passable in winter conditions and even with black 

ice.

In contrast to a metal threshold solution, Excellent Systems 

produces hardly any noise. This is because the material has 

a low sound propagation, much lower than wood or metal.

The open construction ensures that water can �ow unhin- 

dered into the existing drainage system. The openings in 

the material are large enough for rapid drainage of 

rainwater, yet small enough to keep the surface easy to 

walk on with stiletto heels.

Very low noise propagation

Rainwater is quickly drained away

Everybody can do it

Under all weather conditions

After disassembly 95% of the material can immediately be 

used again in a new solution to be laid. Due to its high wear 

resistance and colour fastness, it can hardly be distin-

guished from new after years of use. This makes Excellent 

Systems an excellent, sustainable investment.

In contrast to a metal threshold solution, Excellent Systems 

produces hardly any noise. This is because the material has 

a low sound propagation, much lower than wood or metal.

The open construction ensures that water can flow unhin- 

dered into the existing drainage system. The openings in 

the material are large enough for rapid drainage of rainwa-

ter, yet small enough to keep the surface easy to walk on 

with stiletto heels.

The roughness of the floors and slopes has been exten-

sively tested and more than meets European standards. In 

contrast to metal threshold aids, Excellent Systems is also 

easily passable in winter conditions and even with black ice.

The threshold solution is very easy to clean with everyday 

detergents. It can be vacuumed and mopped, but is also 

resistant to professional mopping and polishing machines. 

A broom is more than enough for daily cleaning.

The material is made of 100% toxic and PVC-free plastic 

and is even approved for use in food and beverages. In 

addition, Excellent Systems is fire retardant and does not 

release any toxic substances in the event of a fire.

Fire retardant and 100% non-toxicA cost-saving investment

Very low noise propagation Everybody can do it

Rainwater is quickly drained away Under all weather conditions

Clean & SafeReuseable

Soundproofing

Water disposal Non-slip

Easy to clean


